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Introduction

We aim to ensure that anyone affected
by cancer in West Lothian has access
within their local community to
quality cancer information and
emotional and practical support.

Welcome to our Third annual report
covering the period April 2018 –
March 2019.
This year saw an expansion in our service, in terms of
volunteers and drop in locations which has
allowed us to engage with many more service users and
begin to further develop the support we can offer to people
affected by cancer.

We do this by:

We have detailed below our key achievements this year, but
none of this would have been possible without the following
people; we are very grateful for your continued support:
Volunteers and service users of Macmillan 			
@ West Lothian Cancer Information and 			
Support Service
Macmillan Cancer Support
Customer and Community Services, West 			
Lothian Council
West Lothian Council Advice Shop
Macmillan Benefits Team
Cancer Support Scotland
NHS Lothian

Providing a comfortable and
welcoming environment within our
Information and Support hubs which
offer service users informal support
regarding the non - clinical aspects of
living with cancer.
Offering high quality information
to anyone affected by cancer,
signposting and referring to relevant
services where appropriate.
Establishing a network of
partnerships which offer additional
resources to clients.

Information and support drop in
services are located within:
Bathgate Partnership Centre
Strathbrock Partnership Centre
Fauldhouse Partnership Centre
Carmondean Connected
Blackburn Partnership Centre
Our service is open to anyone
affected by cancer, including
people who are/have experienced
cancer themselves, family members,
carers, friends and professional
workers. No appointment or
referral is needed to access our
service.

Key achievements - THis year we:
launched
Macmillan@
Blackburn
Partnership Centre

Delivered a total of 388
drop in sessions where
we had 829 attendances
and made 376 PARTNER
referrals.
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Introduced outreach services in
St John’s Hospital Oncology Unit
and Dedridge Health Centre.
And introduced our first
Information Point
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Volunteers

TRAINING

Recruited 6 new
volunteers. As a
result, we had 23
volunteers in March
2019. They have
donated 1,925
hours of work to
the project

Staff and
volunteers
attended

1,925
hours

31

training
courses

and conferences organised
by Macmillan Learning and
Development Team
Macmillan Safeguarding course
was delivered in Bathgate by
Macmillan Safeguarding team

Awards

Macmillan @ West Lothian and the Advice Shop successfully
renewed the Volunteer Friendly Award and staff and volunteers
began work on Investing in Volunteers quality standard

Funding

Macmillan
on the
Road
Continued to offer Macmillan on the Road,
which aims to offer a variety of activities to
help participants feel more socially included,
more open to talking, better supported and
less stressed and anxious.

Website
Improved our website presence,
leading to 1135 hits on the West
Lothian Council website

Following consultations with service
users, volunteers and our Advisory
Group, we are delighted that we
have been awarded a further 3 year’s
funding from Macmillan Cancer Support,
securing Phase 2 of the project.

Awareness Months

Publications

Continued a programme of Awareness Months
focusing on a different issue each month, with
stalls located in drop in venues, Howden Medical
Practice and Fauldhouse GP surgeries.

Issued 1220 publications from Drop In
Services

Stepping Stones
Offered Macmillan Stepping Stones course to help people affected by
cancer to learn techniques to support them through their experience and
manage physical and emotional lifestyle changes.

“am extremely grateful that I
was given the opportunity to
attend this course I never for
one minute thought it would
have been so fantastic. The tools
I learned on the course have
helped me feel more relaxed and
calm. It has really helped me to
change things and have positivity
in my life”

Issued 1479 publications from monthly
cancer awareness stalls

User Groups

We organised two User Groups meetings to hear
feedback from our service users. Comments from
service users included:

“Just being there when you
need help or somebody to
talk to”
“Not overbearing, as much
or as little help as you
want”
“inclusive – I am able to join
in with activities I would
never have managed before”

